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Abstract

We study by computer simulation nonlinear evolution of magnetoconvect, ion in a

syst,em with a dynamical open boundary between the convection region and corona

of tile sun. We stoutly a model in which the fluid is subject, to the vertical gravita-

tion , magnetohydrodynamics (MHD), and high stratification, through an MHD code

with the MacCornaack-Donner cell hybrid scheme in order t,o well represent convectiw_

phenomena. Initially the vertical fluid flux penetrates from the convectively unstable

zone at the bottom into the upper diffuse atmosphere. As the instability dewelops,

the magnetic fields are twisted by the convection motion and the folding of magnetic

fields is observed. When the magnetic pressure is comparable to the thermal pressure

in the upper layer of convective zone, strong flux expulsion from the convect.iwe cell

interior toward the cell boundary appears. Under appropriate conditions our simula-

tion exhibits no shock formation incurred by the fluid convected to tlr,e photosphere,

in contrast to earlier works with box boundaries. The magnetic field patterns observed

are those of concentrated magnetic flux tubes, accumulation of dynamo flux near t,l_e

bottom b,.dndary, pinched flux near the downdraft region, and the surface movemez_L

atpermanenl; address; Laboratory of Physics, Iwate University, Morioka, 020 Japan.
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o["magnot, ic t:ltlx t,o,,vard t;lm dowtlctraft; region, Many o["t,hese cotrll-,utat:iollally observ_'.d

t'eat, tlres are rerrliniscent, o1' sol,xr observatoions oi" t,he fl,_id _xnd nlagnet, ic s|;l't.IC|;I.lr_?s[1,1ld

t,heir nlot, ions.

sub.iect, headings: Magnet,oconvect, ion- t,he Sun: convect, ion" flux collapse



I. Introduction

On the surface-, of tile., Sl_lll n]anv magnetic flux tubes are observed that, are continecl axld
q

isolated. The presence of confined flux with strong magnetic fields was reported by many
e

\. observations (contint.lurn, M_tller 11.977;FeI and magnetograph, Title et a,1. 1987). II, is likely

that this magnetic structure originates from magnetohydrodynamical (MHI)) effects and

its motion seems to reflect that of the convection zone of the Sun. Some of the evidence

are inferred from the chromosphere (H_,, l)unn and Zirker 1973; Ca, Mehltretter 1974: Mg,

Spruit and Zwa.nn 1.951).

Over 90% of the magnetic flux through the solar photosphere outside sunspots is observed

t,o be concentrated in small-scMe flux tubes, which have magnetic; fields 1-2kG (cf. St.enflo

1989), called kilo Gauss (kG)flux. However, the global average of the magnetic filling

fact, or is on the order of one percent so that on the average there seem to be only weak

magnet;it fields, whose strength is likely to be in the range 10 ,100G (Stenflo ] 989). l_'rom

physical considerations shown below it has been suggested that weak field magnetic flux

is spontaneously concentra.ted into strong kG flux tubes under the influence of convective

motion.

The convective instability due to superadiabatic atmosphere was pointed out by

,__qchwarzsct_ild ,,/1965). This mechanism is important for energy and field transport process as

in sre.rs, including the Sun. The convective process may also be important for the formation

• of cor._centra_ced magnetic flux. Linear processes of the formation ofmagnetic tubes i11clude

t,he convective collapse (Spruit 1979), while nonlinear processes such as flux accumulation
,l

and amplification at convective cell boundaries may be also important. In the Convection

zone a vertical magnei;ic flux can be unstable against the convective collapse. _I'his is incurred

by the buoyancy force. This type of instability has been studied by several aut, hors (SprLtit

1979, Spruit and Zweibel 1979, Unno and Ando 1979, Moreno-insertis and Spruit 1!)89, and

Hasan 1984). Linear stability analysis indicates that the flux region with/J = 8,TrP/.B '2< < 1
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is st,able a,ga,inst tile convect, ive collapse, while one wit.h weaker ftux is unsta, ble. C,ollvect,ive

colla,pse lea,ds t,o spont,aneous shrinking ot7the magnetic region. The system then reaches a.

new equlibrium, ill which l;he Ina,gnetic pressure, is comparable to l;he ext,ernal gas l)ressltre.

The pressure of 1-2 kG magnet, lc fields is comparable t±othai of t,he l;hermal pressure at the b

l)hot,osI)here. Tlm above scenario is thus capable of providing the possible callse of the kG ,

flux formation.

The convective motion can also enhance magnetic fields. Iri ideal MHD syst±ems frozen-in

magnetic fields are carried to _md accumulated al; the boundari__.; ot' t,he convection cells (

Perkins anc_ Zw lb_:._,1987',Tajima and Gilden, 1987). The relat, ionship between the fltlX

tubes and the pal;tern of the convective motion has been investigated nlainly wit,h incom-

pressible approximations (galloway and Proctor 1983, Proctor and Weiss 1982 aI_d Nordland

1988). They reported that isolated flux tubes can be formed at the boundary of convection

" cells. Studies of t,wo-dimensional simulation for compressible magnet, oconvection also exhibit

the formation of concentrated flux tubes (Cattaneo 1988, Proctor 1983). They have studied

systems with closed boundary conditions. There are a few works for a fully compressible sys-

tem, namely by Woodward (1988), St,ein et al. (1989), Nordland and Stein (19_9)_q, Cattaneo

et al. (1989). In their calculations shock waves are often observed to form near the upper

boundary of the })ox, as the fluid begins to rise, expand, and accelerate to become supersonic.

The shock wave formation appears to be related to t,he closed boundary condition. On the

surface of t,he Sun, however, the realistic boundary is an open one. In order to investigate the
li

solar granulation, 3-D MHD numerical simulations with radiative heat exchange and open

boundary have been carried out by Nordlund (1983, 1986). The evolution of the magnetic
P

field in these simulations shows t,he convective expulsion process and no evidence of shock.

Some simulations, however, use t,he anelastic approximation (Gilman and Glat, zmaier i981),

neglecting the Op/Ot in the cont, inuit,y equ,Ltion, which has the effects of filtering out souIld

' s and cannot capture r_heeffects related to shock waves. It is still an open quest;ionV_ave ....



whether the sllock xv_.we is formed or not nca,r the l)tlot,ospher(:' iii tr t:,lllx, co111t)ressibh' MI:II)

sysl, enl in _m open bounz.zdry syst,('m,

m

In the present pa,per we., sl:Ml consider two-dimensionM fully compressible ma,gnetocon-

'. vection wit,h a.n open boundary with inany orders of magnitude o{"density varia, tions. We

consider _.minitia.lly horizonta, l or vertica.l rnt,gnetic field trod follow it,s linea, r trod rloIlliilea.r

evolution. We describe the ha,sic equations, numericM method, initiM conditions ,_nd bound-

a,rv conditions in S :c. II. In Sec. IIi we show the results of our simulation. FinMly irl Soc. IV

we discuss andmake comparion of these results with the recent solar observa.tions,

II. Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics and
Numerical Method

A. Equations

Our system is described by the ideal MHD equations

0a
= -V(av), 1)

0t = -V pv.v+PI+47 BB-2 "_

0B
= V×(v ×B), 3)0*

OU
0--7, = -VS+p(g.v)+A, 4)

with the totM energy U t_rld its flux S defined a,s

" U PV_ P B'2= _ :+ -- _,)
2 7- 1 8rr'

S = U+P+._-_- v-(v.B)--,4rr (6)

where /J is the ma,ss density, v the; velocity, P the pressure, B the rn_tgnetic field, g til('

gra,vit,a,tiorlM a,cceleration, AA denotes _t diadic tensor, and I is the unit tensor. As l)Oillte(l



ottt, I)v l)¢'iil_¢'r_,t.a.l. (l!tS,t), tile, v'aria.t.i<.,llo[' t,he a,diab_-_ticgas con_ta,tlt 7 (ltir' to tlle iotli_a.-

l,ioll ra,tc c_u be iilll)ort,a,nt. \¥e treat tlLe noll-_uJi'abatic thernl_fl process( ra,diative l,ra,l_st'er,

ra,dia,tive cooliIlg and hea,_ing with MHD waw's)by the term A, _s introduced iu Eq, (4).
m

We will discuss the therm_l term A in detail in subsection E. We allow only two-dimension_fl I,

motions. The ca.lcula,tions _u'e contined to the z,z plane and 'v!/= O, 0/_)_/= 0 is a,ssumed.

B. Initial condition

The convective motion is studied in a model _trnosphere, including what we may c_;iI t,]_.::

convective zone, the lo_',er corona, and the tran,,_ltional" zone between the upper pa.rt of the

convection region and the bottom part of the chromosphere and the pllotosphere. Note t,his

':t,r_:nlsitional" zone is not the same as the solar transition zone, These different regions a,t'e

• initially set, in hydrost_,tic equilibrium under the gravity. In order to deternaine the initia,1

stifle of this system, the vertical tempera.ture distribution T(z) is assumed as

/._N x 1-tanh z Z0 ,A + c;(z) (7)

G(z) = c'/7/_.+,_ (1 -ct) l+tanh z

where To and 9_)are the temperatures in the base of convectively ttnstable layer and in the

corona region, respectively, 2'0 is the distance between the convective zone and the coronal

zone, and _ the scale height, of the temperature in the transitional zone,

In the firsl, example (sec.III..B), we give the profile of magnetic field H,,(=) as

B_(z) = (87rP(z)) '/_/_(.=) , !)) ,
with

/')o
/:_(=) =

f(=)'

[f(z) = exp- _" ,

(5



wllc.,re/._uistliel'a,tioo['t,he gas pressureto magnetic pressurea,tthe ba,se of t;Itecotlvec'l,iotl

zone a,nd A,, is the sca,le l_eight of magnel, ic fields. The m,_gnetic field init, i_lly cotlcer, tra, les a.t.

t.he bottom of the convection zone. We obtain the initial distribution of Cl¢!nsity and pressttre
i

+ from t.he integr_tion of the hydrostatic equatoion

' d-_dlp+ B_'a:(z)]8"---7-= -Pq' (10)

P = pT,

\'Ve can obtain the density profile from the pressure and the temperature.

\'\:e normalize Eqs. (1)-(10) as follows. The unit cell sepa, ration Aa' is the unit length.

The total length of the simulation box in the x and z directions is L,, = L: = 100Az.

I?he unit tin te is determined as the free fall time t] to traverse the vertical length of the

, _ S " _ _ "system 100A,r Thus our gravitational acceleration is 9 200( Az / t,}). The sound, peed

minimum is C.,,,,,,+. -.- 12.1.87/--Xz/Q and the sound speed al; the bottom of the convect, ion

zone is (2' = 1000m_X.c2/Z}_,'2 = 31.6"y'A,c/_: such that the tempareture at the bottom is T• '_ -- O

_(_,+ .+/_', where 'm is the mass of ions or molecules and 7 the gas costant. The sound transit

time a,t the velocity minimum is tt_=,, = (100/12.187)*f. We have the transitiona,1 point

Z0 = 60_a,', the scale height A = 5Az and c_ = 0.01.. The initial profiles of the density and

the temperature are shown in Fig. 1 for the case of a constant magnetic field oi' the ca,se

z:f= co, where we define p = i00 in the normalized unit at the bottom of covection zone,

The profile in a finite/3 case is similar to this as long as/3 >> 1. Note that the va,ria, tion

of density is over many orders of magnitude; however, the variations of 7I' and p are still far

• from the actual solar atmosphere, Here we are content with the present, model reseml)ling

only qualitatively the nature of the solar variations.



C. Perturbation
]

A pe.tturb_tion" of a convective motion is imposed o11 tile init, iM equilibrium. The form of

t,he pertur/)ation is
m

10¢ 10¢
:,.,: = = (0 < z < Z,, (1L)

pox' 'u_ p 'Oz' ' ,,
,'

¢) = Acos 2_'n - sin (2a'm-vT-_'-'_ ' (12)
. , =,,. \ Xm,,,,) ' "

,4 = _Z=p,(Z,)C=(z=), (i:})

w]lere /)v is the divergence-free density flux, Z, the height of the top of l;he perturbed region,

.Y,,,_,, the horizontal size of ttie computing domain, C, (Z,) the sound velocity at the _:oi:,of

tile perl;urbed regiort. A is the amplitude of the'stream function ¢, which is c.ontrolled by the

pa.r_mmter e. If we take e < 1 m_d C'=has the 'minimum value at Z=, the perturbed velocity

can be chose.n as that of subsonic flows in ali the perturbed region. We use 0.1. &s the v&lue

D. Boundary conditions
,,

In the horizontM direction we use the periodic b(')l.mdary condition; ali physical values at "'

x = Xma× are repeated at x = O. We impose the free bound_try condition at, the z = Zm_,×
t

mid the hard wM1 condition at z --- O, where Zm,,_ iS the verticM size of computing domain.

\'Ve do not consider the overshooting phenomenon of the convective motion into the core a,nd

we a,re interested only in the upper convection zone and its immediately _cl,ia_'ent_reas. We

add the clamping zone in the region Zup _< z _< Zm& x.

E. The treatment of the thermal process

The thermal process is complicated on the surface of the sun. In partictllar the l,ra,ltsi-

t,ionM zone between the convection and coronal regions includes the photosphere, where l,tle



propertiy oi energy t,ra,llsport by photons drastically cllanges, tPurthermore, l;lle temper_t;Itl'e

increases l;oward the corona by heating processes which have yet, tx_be understood.

\¥e introduce a simple (and perhaps crude) model by treating tile nonadiabatic t,her-

real process represented by A separate from the adiabat;ic part in likb (,5) in the present

,/' calcula.tions, We insert _he {bllowing expression in each numerical time step

OT
= -,,(z)[7'- 7b(z)] (14)0t

where l_(z) is an empirical coefficient of the thermal process and T0(z) is the temperattlre

profile oi the assumed thermal equilibrium that is taken to be the same a5 the initial con-

dit,ion. This formula is known ns the Newton approximation. The form of the coe[[:icient

is

l/(z)=I/0 exp - Z10 +exp - _ , (1,.5)

where Zm is the scale height of the thermal relaxation layers. With this empirical treatment

the temperature is kept to a value close to T0(z) at the equilibrium in the transitional zone

_:mdat the bottom of the convection region. In ol_r calculations we have the cooling effect,s in

t,he transitional zone and hea'ting effects at the bottom of the convection region, rI?hereby we

can approxinaately incorporate the transport and thermal processes of the solar outer layers.

F. Nul-nerical method

In t.he previous works (e,g. Graham 1975, and Hurblert, Toomre, and Massaguer 1,)84

witltout magnetic field; Hurblert and 'roomre 1987 with magnetic field), in which no st,eep

, densit,y gradient like ours was present, they used second-order-accurate numerical nlel;hocls,

such as the Lax-Wendroff scheme and the MacCorm,_ck scheme. These second order schernes,

however, are unstable for advective motions with a steep density gradient. This is the

case in our situation with the transitional zone, resulting in a. break of the monol, onicil;y of

ca.luculat,ed values in the syst:em.



Ill a,sLrophysictd prol:,lenas in which va,rit_Lions of physicM vMues (exist, over ,l_t_,,,_,orders

of magrfitude, tile flux-split, scheme or second order donnor-cell scherne is often Itsed recellt;lv

(Winkler trod Normtm 1986), Most of these a_re ba_seclon the method of _l_proxim_xt,ely solviIlg

cha, racteristics of t,he Riemann prol)lern in hydrodyna_micM systems without mt_gltet,ic field,

In our cease, however, we rnust treat, the t,clvective motion of the magnetohydrodyna, nlics _

inclttding t,he surface of tile Sun thtd, ha,s a steep densit,y gre_client in the tra, nsii.iotlM zone.

The Riemtmn problem in the case with magnetic field is more complicated than that without

it,, because of the presence of three characteristics instead of one (simple sonic wave)' the fast,

mt_grletosonic wave, the Alfv6n wt.we, and the slow magnetosonic wave. lt is, therefore, not

easy to apply the method based on the Riemann problem of hydrodynamics. Irl calcula.t,ing

ma.ny astrophysicM problems by the Euler scheme we face numerical problems related to the

a,dvective motion with e_steep density gra.dient,, which induces numericM instabilities (e.g.

' 'l_ajima 1989). To overcorne this problem, we take a type of asymmetricM finite difference

scheme. The doner-cell scheme is popular in astrophysical problems. However, the originM

doner-cell has only first, order accuracy. We need nta least second order accuracy.

We use a hybrid scheme t,hat, combines the second-order MacCormack (1969) scheme

with the first-order donor-cell method through a self-adjusting switch (Harten 1978). The

method is hybridized through numericM fluxes in order to keep the conservative properties

and the monotonicit,y of equations, introducing the flux mixing switch function. As the vMue

of the switch function va,ries from 0 to 1, the numerical fluxes vary from the second order to

first, order (see Appendix A). This met,hod starts with t_higher-order method and acljust,s the

.fluxes to give _ lower-order method near the transitionM zone ( the steep gradient region).

This scheme is related in spirit to the TVD (tot,al varit_tion diminishing) scheme. We checked

tile t_ccuracy of tl;is code with Alfvdn wave propagation with a. consttmt density and stra, ight

magnetic field. Further, the numo.rical results for nn explosion problem agreed well wit,h the

S ( I rT_ Ie :toy- 1&ylor solution (Sedov 1959).

10



III. Results

In this sect, ion t.he resuli, s of our simulation _u'e presented. We first t-ned<eam introductory

estinmte o[' the sl;td)ilil;y crit;erion a,nd a,sso()iat, ed time sctde of (:onvect;ion, Then we discuss

two ca.ses:(i)convection with ot'igintdly weak horizont_d _nt_gnet,ic fields trod (ii) convection
,¢

wil,h ori_,;ina,lly vet'tica, l magnet, lc fields.

{,

A. Criterion of stability and characteristic time scale

\,\;e consider the criterion for the convective instability a,nd estims, te l;he typica, l time sca.le

of this system. First, the problem of convection is examined in an unmagnetized stratified

[luid (Cox 1980) with the pressure P and density p depending only on z as the unperl;tlrbecl

initial condition. Imagine a fluid element which is initially ag _,0 that is displaced to a, new

position a0 + (Sz. The density of the fluid element is in general different from that of the

surrounding material. The density difference between the fluid element at the new position •

a,nd the surrounding material is represented by Ap. The buoyancy force J), is related to l;he

density difference 'Xp by

,rb - -gAp .- pgAcSz (1.6)

pdz 7 P dz ' (17)

" If ,/), and (5z are of the same sign, the fluid is convectively unstable. The growth rate of this

instability co_is obtefined by Im (N) where f_, = -pN'__Sz, and N = x/'J-Ag , When A < 0, N

is referred to as the Brunt-V/iisglg frequency. The typical growth time scale of corlvectioll is

r ' 1/X/'_ = 1/a,'t, where cot is the growth rate of convective instability. \¥ith no or very

weak magnetic field the convective instability sets in for A > 0.

In the present research, however, we need another cril;erion for the convecl;ive insl:_d)ilil;y

with ma, gnetic fields. A sufficient condition for stabilit, v ot'a stratified al;rnosph(_r(:' l,hrol.t,,'l_

11



whi::h magnetic fields wieve has been derived by Gough_nd Tayler (1.966). Our derivt_t,ion

oi the linear criterion of the convective instability is shown in detail in Appendix B for

the case with the vertical magnetic field. Using the stellar notation of the suI)eradiaba, ticity

a = V- V,_, where V is the logarithmic temperature gradient and _'_ the adiabatic gradient,

3 the ra¢io of the gas to magnetic pressure and _/the ratio of spacific heat, t,he superadiabatic

convect, ive instability condition is (Appendix B)

< 1/[1+ (is)

This relation can be rewritten as

(ldP)-' 1P dz A < [1+7Ii(z)/2]" (19)

The mesk size in our simulation is Lkz'= Ax = 1.0. We consider two cases. They have

the same temperature structure, but different magnetic field configurations. One is with

a horizontal field at the bottom of convection zone, where we have taken /3 = 100 a,t the

location. The width of magnetic flux sheet is taken A2 = 20. Another is with a, vertical field

case, where we have taken various magnetic field strengths.

We chose A ,-_0.0052Ax -1 at the bottom of the convection zone, and r becomes 1.96 t/,

yielcting the growth rate _ot -_ 0.51t71. In the early linear instability pllase, the convective

motion grows in this time scale. During this phase magnetic fields do not dominat_ the fluid

motion. Another important time scale rth is related to the thermal process represented in

Eq. (1 ;). This value is rth "-' 1/t,'o = 0.1t.t'. This effect isnot important in the early pha,se, '

however, as long as the temperature configuration does not significantly deviate from the

initial condition. When the deviation of tempareture AT = T- Ti, becomes a,s large as

the value of initial temperature _/]n, the thermal effects play an important role and the time

scale is then rth, aS seen from Eq. (1,5). In the following we drop the unit to describe our

computational numbers.

12



B. Horizontal field cases

'The strength of t,he initial horizontal magnetic field is chosen to be so small that /30 = 100.

- The initial condtions are fixed according to Eqs. (9) and (10). The effects by magnetic fields

on the fluid dynamics in this <:ase (/3 >> 1) is negligible. We take 7 = 1.1 as the e_die'd)a.tic

' index of the g_s.

Figure '2 shows the morphology of the magnetic field vectors. The cell formation of the

ma,gnetic fields due to the convective instability can be seen. Not only the funda, menta, l cel!s

whose width is half the horizontal width (and approximately the height of the convection

zone) but also many folded smaller cells whose width is a fraction of the funda.mentttl con-

vection cell are observed. This is similar to that of the B&_ard problem (C_:ha.ndraselChnr

1.970). However, our grid is too small to resolve such important physics as the hierarchy of

supergranulation, mesogranutation, and granulation. We also note that there is no signa.ture

of shocks in the upper convection zone in this run. This is in sharp contr_st with the previous

compressible fluid work (Cattaneo 1988, Woodward 1988), in which shocks forrn near the

upper convection zone.

_"he folding of magnetic fields prominently emerges, as shown in Fig. 2(1)). The dornairls

of enhanced magnetic fields are concentrated in the boundaries of fluid convect, ive cells. I. he:.

magnetic fields are swept into the cell boundaries, as they are dragged and tucked in by

the fluid motion and enhanced on the way through the dynamo effect. Notice also tha, t the

accumulation of magnetic flux near the lower boundary of the convection zone. This ob-

served behavior of the fluid flow z,ncl rnagnetic flux in the convection zone is consistent xvit.l_

- the previous works on the related subjects (Proctor and Weiss 1982; Taji.ma and Gilden

1987; Perkins and Zweibel 1987 ; Rosenbluth et al. 1987). In these works the authors

have predicted that the cell boundaries are confined to narrow boundary regions and l;hat

5c = Ac/l _ R -1/2, where AC is the width of the ,.",ellboundary, l the (:ell width, a.nd I_ the

t{eynolds nuInber or the magnetic Reynolds number. Magnetic fields are t_tcked ma, illly iIito

13



boundary layers enha.nced by this concentration of flux and st,ret;ching o1' the fields, rI.'his

flux explusion from the cell interior toward the boundary region of convecl_ion cells in l;his

horizontal field case is similar to tha_ with verticM fields (subsection C).

It is of interest to note thal; in Fig. 2 the magnetic fields pile up near the bottom bounda,ry ,,

of the convective zone. Although there appears a smM1 amount of magnetic flux escape i_lto

the corona, the majority stays in the convection zone. This is of interest because Kaisig et al.

(1990) found that magnetic flux in an atmosphere that is even Parker (1984)-sta, ble ca.n be

driven unstable against the buoyancy instability nonlinearly by the presence oi' shear flows.

Their atmosphere was not superadiabatic and the convectively unstable shear flows did not

exist. The present finding that the (near) lack of flux escape from the convective zone ma,y

explain the ability of stars to hold magnetic fields without quickly losing them through the

' Parker instability.

, C. Vertical field cases

We study different cases with various initial vertical magnetic field strengths. Vv'econsider

six model cases: model A, B, C, D, E, and F.

The strengths of the original vertical magnetic field B0 are 10, 30, .50, 75, 100, 200 (

/3 =2,51, 27.9, 10.0, 4.49, 2.51, and 0.628 at the bottom of the corona) for model A through

F, respectively. Figure :_ shows a plot of the values of _5and 1/(1 + 7/3(z)/2) for these cases

_Lsa function of the height z. For each value of z it is convectiveiy unstal)le for this plasma

with vertical fields if the solid line sits above the broken one in Fig. 3. In o_,r simulated

cases most of the transitional zone (z = 50- 60) does not fulfill the instability condition

Eq. (19). We compare these models to illuminate the interaction of magnetic fields wit,li l;l_e

convection tool;ion. Figures 4 and 5 are devoted to elaborate model C, while Fig. 6 covers

models A, B, D, and E and Fig. 7 shows model F. In the following we shall mainly show the

. 4



overvie,v of the result, s a,nd their cleta, iled e_na,lysis of model C, a,s t, typica,1 example,: {i) l,lle

overview; (ii) the deti_il structure; (iii) dependence of various magnetic strengths; a,nd (ix,)

discussion oi' nun_.erica,1 diffusion. The pt_tterns of the convective motion of models A a,nd B

a.re similar to this ca,se.

1. Overview of evolution of the convection

We first describe the evolution of the magnetofluid and then discuss the structurM evolution,

Figure 4 shows the totM magnetic, kinetic, and thermal energies a.s _ function of time in

the case of model C',. They _re represented by Es, EK, and Eo_ _nd are integrated in the

simulation box:

B 2

Es = f -_-_dx, (90/ ,

EK = _ pov12dx, (21l)

PoEth
('r - 1)dx'

(22)

The amplitude of the convective motion grows exponentially in time with the instability

characteristic time r ,,_ 1.96 or growth r_te wt. '-_ 0.51. We can fit the growth ra.tc of kinet, ic

energy Et; c'< ezp(2cott) with cot _ 0.51 as shown by L1 in l_ig. 4. We ma.y deride the

evolution of the system into two phases. The amplitude of the convective motion grows first

(t _ 3 -- lOt/ _ 0.5 - 1.5t,_o._,_). Then the magnetic energy increases _fter t > 7li _ t,:,,.o,_,

roughly the sound crossing time. Until t = 7t/ the magnetic field B1 generated from the

- convection motion is smaller than the initial field Bo. In this regime IBll << IBol, we can

write the induction eq_lation(3) a,s

0Bl
= V x (v x B,,). (23)Ot
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N'Vit.ht.he estirna.te ot'_ - _ where L is the size of the convection (:ell, the velocit;y ma.y,')t -- L ' - . ,

be est, im_xted with the linear instability formula as 'vi - 'vm expwtt. We obtain from 1Lq,-"(2:3)

(vm '_ (expcott- 1) (24) .
S 1 -._ S 0 \, _--_ j

With Eq. (24) we can obtMn a.pproximately tile time to when B1 becomes of t;he order of B0

1'_ _,,t_.,oS; (25)to = _ 6.7 -,, 1.1t_,.o,_,
COt

where we used vr0 _ eC, _md ,,10 _ ¢ _ 0.Oa3 We see that, t,t this l.ime t.he curve for
wt L ¢Zttcro_,_

E_ increases its slope in Fig. 4.

The approxima,tion Bl << I30 breaks down and the system enters another phase when

B_ becomes of the order of t3o. In this phase, we may adopt another _ppro×imatiorl for the

induction equation _ = _ As long as the energy of magnetic fields is smaller thm_ theL '

kinetic energy, we may estimate vi as vl0expCOtt. Then, we obtainJ

[?-)_0

(exp (t to) I)] (26
/3'1 = tS'oexp L_ COt - - .i '

where V.,o'is the perturbed velocity al, that time. When COt(t - to) _ O(1), we estima, te

(t-to)]~So xp[o.i(t-to)]B1 = Boexp L_ _

where we used'v m' _ 5 _ C', at t = i0 and L ,-_ ,50 as a typical size of _., convect, ion

cell. Using this relation, we obtain the growth of the magnetic field energy going ns EB c_

exp [0.'2 (t- to)]. We write in the theoretical growth of the .magnetic energy by line L2 in

Fig. 4. Both the values of kinetic and magnetic energies are smMler than that of the thermal

energy, which is represented by the horizontal dotted line in Fig. 4. The therma.l energy is

nea.rly constant and slightly decreasing in phase (d), with only/5.tS'o_/Ett,-._ 0.0,5.

2. Detailed structure

Figure ,5 shows contours of temperature and density, velocity vectors, and magnetic field

lines of model (I with Figs..5(a), (b), (c), (d) at different times. Sequences (a.), (b), (c.),
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a,nd (d) correspond t,o the t,eml_ora,1 points marked at t = 8.2, 10,3, 12.4, and 1.6,4 ill Fig, 4,

The length of a,rrows is prot)ortionM to the a,bsolute va,lue of the velocity. The na_g_ml;ic

field structure is shown in t,he next panel. The evolution of _he field line is controlled by the

convection motion in the case of high beta/3 = 10.0 ai; the top of the convection zone. The

,,, t_verage velocity is a,pproximately 20 and the convection cell is symmetric _s shown in se-

quences (c) a,nd (d). The circumference of one convection cell is roughly 200 a,nd l;lle l;urnover

time of the cell is about 10. We nol;e, however, that since the length of the computt_t.iontd box

is only 100 grid points, the shape of a convection cell probably strongly depends on the size of

t,he comI)utationa.1 box For example, grtmulation cells on the solar surfa, ce ha,ve t_ dia,tt_eger

of a,bout 1000km. Small magnetic flux tubes have one of about 100 km. If we try to include

in a realistic modelling of convection about 3 (2) convective cells and at the same time try to

resoh, e _ magnetic, flux tube with about 5 grid points, we need 150 (100) grid point, s. \¥e ca,n

see in Fig. ,5(c) that the magnetic structure follows the winding structure of the convection

cells. By the t,ime (d) when the ('ell has turned over twice, magnetic field lines ['old and pile

up oil top of each other and they are concentrated in the downdr_fft boundary clue to the

convection motion. We see magnetic field lines stretched in the horizontal direction b3,' the

motion of the material at the bottom of the convection region. In the present simulation

magnel, ic fields at the bottom are "anchored" by the condition of a hard wall. Tltis con-

dition may be a reasonably close approximation of the boundary between the ope_que sola, r

core and the convection zone, although we neglect the overshooting phenomenon. Symmel;ry

breaking of the magnetic field pattern is also observed. Even if there is origina, lly only a,

vertical magnetic field, the convection generates the horizontal fields, which are swept in l;he

bottom of the convection zone. This tendency of field accumulation near the bottom of the

• 8convection zone has been recently pointed out by many authors including DeLuca (19_.6) a,nd

• , rr_ 1 ' SParker(1984). Furthermore, we see kinked fieldlines in (c) near the boundary region ims

structure ma,y be rela,ted to the magnetic convective colla,pse suggested (Spruit and Zweibel

17



3. Dependence of the magnetic field strength

In Fig. 6 we show sna,pshots of the magnetic structure atoapproximately the same time t'or t,he

cases with different initia.l magnetic strengths. Magnetic fields not only reduc.e or sl;a,l_ilize

the growth., but also modify the covection pattern. In the velocity field of model F shown

in Fig. 7 (strong magnetic field case) we notice that two convection cells have split, inl;o four

and become shortened in the horizontal direction when magnetic fielcls are strong. If mag-

netic fields are strong enough to resis_ the motion perpendicular to the field line, the fluid

motion in the horizontal directi<m is more dimcult. As seen in Fig, 6, magnel;ic fields a,re

concentrated in the downflow region as the convection continues. This corroborates the solar

surface observations of the convective patterns that appear in colder downdraft boundaries

with concent, rated flux and the sun spots (Title, Tarbel, and .Topka 1987 ). Tile convective

twist patterns are similar to each other; however; the models B and D of Fig, 6 show more

concentration of magnetic field than that of the models A and E. We see a significa.nt mag-

netic field collapse in model C, So do we in the model B and D. We observe strong magnetic

flux expulsion from the interior of the cell in models B, C, and D, On _he other hand, no

significan_ magnet.lc flux expulsion is observed in model A. These results suggest tha, t for

magnetic fields to be expelled from the bulk of the plasma by the convection, it is necessa,ry

to have an appropriate strength of magnetic field with ,9 of the order 10(1.--100) a.t the top
l

of the convec.tive zone. i
lP
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4. Numerical diffusion effect, s and t,he boundary layer

\,Ve ha,ve sl,udied the magnetohydrodynamical system by using the [init;e difference nlel, llod,

\'Ve consider ciiffusion arising from numerics, We can estimat;e the difft|siolt coe[[Iciet|t (Ap-

pendix A) as

(1- L\z a
•, p = , (2s)

2

where a is the typical advective velocity. With t,his diffusion coefl:icie.nl,, we can esl;illl_d,e

lllaxilnum satura.ted magnetic field V × (v x B) = Z')WaB, ,'ks shown in F'ig. 5, this l;ypical

a.dvective velocity is mainly the velocity of fluid in'the horizontal direction in tlle cell interior

t,: << t,,_,a.nd /3: >> B_,. We t;hus estima,te the maximum saturatecl field a.s

"/-):t,.B0 /3max

where :.:Xis the scale height of the boundary layer of a convection cell. As shown in Figs. 5 and

(5, most of magnetic fields are concentrated in the downdraft boundary region of convection

cells. We may be able to approximate the total flux in the tube l;o be eclual to thai; of the

init, ial field in this box /3,,,,,,_z.X,-,, BoAX, where AX is the width of l;he c.onvect, ioll cell i,l

the ,c cli|'ection. Neglecting /3,,_,,_ by using the above .rel_._tion, wt rewrite the estima, l,e, Eq.

('29) as

where t_,,_,is the magnetic Reynolds number. This est,imat, ion is equivalent go tht_t o[' tile

, , C,q" , ,..,.. previotts works (Proctor ;::trialWeiss 198'2 Rosenblutl_ et al [a,.I) With a t,.,, a.lld

Eqs. (')8) and (29), we can siml)lify as /52 AgCA_k. In t;lm present case _,c = 1 a.,ld

- AX = 100, a,nd then A _ 10. This estimation is in good agreement with l;he zl_lnlerical

results in tile cases of models 13,C, and D. However, even if model A satisfies the coIldil, ioll

for convective inst**bilil, y, we cannot; fh_d the flux t,ube whose sca.le heigtlt is _ _ ,l_like other

c_.,ses. This discrepancy suggesi, s that the. approxirnat, ions used for tile a,bove esl, irna.l,ioll o1'

t.lle width of I:)oundary region is not suitable for very weak ma.gnetic field cases. \;V(' tlse(l
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,, , i _ I - :_ _1 ,/3. >> f3L. to obl, a,in [,Cl.. (30) ill the above discussions, l[owcw:,I, ii' I,lle colla, l_secl [[Itx

t,ube is dist,ut'l)ed by t,he small eddies of the convection nea.r the Upl)er region, t,l_e flttit[

mc,t,ion l,a,ngles with magnetic tic..ld,.-' ,_and the st,rength of B_. becomes on l;he order of l-J:, I1'
k

B,{,,,,,,/Sa"> P,, cotlcent:rat, ed [:lux tubes _,re.no more disl, tlrl)ed by t,he convective rnol, iotl ill

• ' t t I' it'
t -!t,he surface region, where P_ is t,he pressure of he ransl.t,Lona,l zone. Sl;al)le t:l_tx exp_llsiou

n{ed,._"st,he contrition B _ /_..-,,,,,,x/oTr > P,_, From this we can esth-nate the critical va.hie o[' B0 t'ol'

st,a.ble [lltx expltlsion without st,fong dist;urbance,

The rela, l:ion bet, weerl the initial magnetic field st_rength B0 and l;hat, of t,he (:oncent, ra.l,ed

flux B,,,,_. and l;he conditi()n/3,_,_,/8rr _ & lead to an approximate expressio,1

i

Bo = Bm,,_,A/Aa', = (8_r.P,)_/_A/Ax ,.., 16, (371)

where l;he value B0 is the critical value for stable flux expulsion: The strength of l;he init.ial

magnet, lc field of model A is smaller than the above critical value. 'rbe ma, gnetic [:ltlx tube

is dist, urbed even if ftux expulsion occurs in model A. We see the disturbed struct:ure al,

t,he surface irt Fig, 6A. This consideration entails that significant, convecl, ive flux expulsion

needs a low _' region a,bove l;he. convecgively unstable region as in models B _mcl C',, hl real

situal;ions, the low/3 region can be the corona or the chromosphere of the Sun.

IV. Summary and Discussion

We have carried out computer simulation of magnetoconvection of a compressit)le [:lttid wil:ll

_n open boundt'u'y under a, constant grewit, ational acceleration and _ simpli[:ied radial, iotl ,i,,

funcl;ion. [n our simulations the pt'e:ssuIe"' ' wries over many orders of magnitude, \,Ve sttIll-

m_rize our results [rom our simtll_tions,
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1, ,,-%sconwect.lve inst, a,l_ilit,y commences _md conl, inues, the t onvect, iw: mol, iorl Ilell_S st, rel;ch

&.qd fold the init,ial horizonl, a.1 or vert, ic&l ma_gnet;ic field &nd gener_l, es horizont, a,l (or

vertica.l) ma.gnet, ic fields _t; l,he bol, t,om of t,he convection zone, a,s seen in ['_igs, '2 a,tld 5,
#

St,fong rna,gnel;ic fields a,re swel)l, into t,he boun.cla,ry regions, P_-u'l,icttl&rly l;hey concert..

",' t,r_-_t,ene_,r l;he bottItcl&ry la,yet of t,he convect, ive zone. Tllis result, tna.y b_-, cotl/pa.re_l

r[1,wiLh l:he obserwl, t,ion by '..li;le el; td, (1987), 'Pheir observal, ioll sltows ilia, l. in_:_gllcLic

fields &re concerlt, r_l, ed in l;he downflow regions due to the flows, ()n t;he other ha,hd,

mt_gnetic fielcls in t,urn suppress t,he flow when they exceed _tcerl;&in vallle in t,lle boltnd-

_try l&yers, There m_O' be a, consicler_,ble &mounl; of fields al; the cent, er o[' gra.xttlles. It,

seems t,o be rel,_t,ed to the m&gnetic flux concentr_tion in our sirnu[,_tion,

'2, S.'l;rong vertic_l m&gnetic fields enforce the convect, ive rnotiot.1, t,o develol) prima.rily in

p'

t,he vertical direction parallel to the direct,ion of magnet, ic fields, a,s seeI_ in I: lgs, :5

¢_nd 6.

3. No shock format, ion is observed in our simulat,ion of compressible, st,rongly s_r_t,i[ied

fluicl with _n open boundary, in contrast to earlier works.

4, In t,he clowndrMl; region t,he phenomenon called the convective coli&pse (cf, Stenflo

.1989) is observed when l;he bel;& v&lue of t,he originally vertic&l magnel;ic field a,l; l;l_e

top of the convective zone is moderate ft/ _ 1, It, is just; this t,endency of inhibit:ion

of convect, ion by m_.,gnet,ic fields t;h&t causes the convect,ive coll_q)se, When/.3 is t,oo

large, no siginific&r_t, collapse is observed, However when /3 is less l;han unit,y, t.l'te

,, conwect,ive motion is ktrgely suppressed by l;he fields _md t,hus a.gtfin no colla.pse either.

The oi)timed /3 _,t t,he top of the convect,ion zone in. our rtln wa,s l0 in model (".,

5 The observed magnet, lc flux pat:terns e_re consistent; wit,h previous l;heory a,nd si_ml_vt;ion

on l;he int,eract, ion of magnetic fields and fluid flow under l;he c.onvecl, ive insl, a,I)ilit;y (e,g.

C1_9\ '--_ 'Proc, t,or ,rod Weiss 1,,o,.,_, [ h_s beha, vior is one of likely rnecha.t_isms t}la.l, rna,l<es l,ho
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solar r,mgllet, ic I-l/Ix sp_:_l,ia,lly higllly localized (St,en_to l!)89) and evet'ywherc, else i(.

iS lie&fly llOll-(:_xisl,ell{;, (')tlr sinlulal;ion shows such inte:rnaitl, en(, prerence of I]]agll{:,l:,i{'

fields,

6, Earlier works such _s Woodward (t988) and Cal;taneo ([988) show shock forlna.t, iotl

pa.rt,icula, ly ill the updraft, regions, Our present simulat,ion does not,, "l.'lle ma.irl _lif['er- "

ence seems to stem from our adopt, ion of l,he open corona, l boullda,ry, Our simttla.t:ioll

seems more c'.onsisteng wit,h observation: Updraft, flows are subsonic and no observa.-

tiona.l evidence shows shocks associated with t,he updraft.

7. Our observation of the concentrat, ion of flux near t,he lower bounda,ry o[' t.he simula.tion

box, which corresponds to tim boundary between the convect,ion zone aIld the solar

core, is consistent, wit,h recent c.)ntent,ion tthat, t,he magnet,ic fields are generated a.t

bottom of the convection aon(., (DeLuca 1987; Parker 1984), This may not, be. also

inconsist, ent with the recent helioseismic observattions (Leibacher el; a.l 1985) In,' is

" in contrast, to the case where t,he at,mosphere is convecttively stable and Pa.rker-stal_le

but with two-dimensional shear flows (Kaisig et al, 1990): In the lal;ter case magnetic

flux may be nonlinearly driven out, by t,he presence of shear flows, although the feet, of

flux t,ubes may be anchored, If the large magnetic strtlcttures we see in our simulat.ion

are in fact related to sun spots, it, is possible t,hat sun spots affect the solar interior,

Many imporl;ant effects are still absent, in the present investigation, Among the problenls

are 3-D effects, C.oliorlis effects, the relatively small size of the computational box, a.nd t,he

relative simplicity of l;he transitioned region, These are leftt to the fut,ure for itnprow-m_eltl;s,
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Figure Captions

Figure .1',The structure of the density and tlm tempa,reture for the initiM condl;ion ill hydro-
I

sta, tic ecluilibrittm, Zo = 60Ax is the coronM boundary. Note the units are those defined irl

the text and not degree Kelvin, for example.
w

Figure '2; Ma.gnetic field vectors for the horizontM wea.k field case ot'/3 = 100 al; the original

location of flux, 7 = 1.1 ;Ca) t=ll, Cb) t=13, Ce) g=21.

Figure 3; (,onpa, rlson of the /5 and the value of 1/(1 + 27//3) which are functions of l:he

height z. _ > 1/(1 + 27//3) is unstable against convection.

Figure 4; Evolution of the kinetic, magnetic and thermal energies in the verticM field case

(mo(tel C), The thick solid line corresponds to the kinetic energy, the dottecl line to the

, thermal energy, and the broken line to the magnetic energy. The lines L1 and Le represent

the exponential growth obtained from theoritical analysis. The kinetic energy sca,le before

: = 6.2 is out of scale so that we acid two order of magnitude in l;his figure.

Figure 5; The contours of the tempareture, the density and the magnetic:: field lines for

model C, CB0 = 50)in the vertical field case. The snapshot figures are at the time of (_)

t.-,.'s.'..,, (b t=10.3, (c)t=12.,1, and (d)t=16.4.

Figure 6; Magnetic field vect,ors. The figures corresponds to: Ca) model A(t=14.1), Cb)

model B t=13.1), (c) Model D (t=12.6), and Cd) Model E (t=l.l.6).

l?igllre 7; C1onl;oursof the tempareture and the density for Model F (1;=8.2).
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Appendix A; Numerical scheme and Numerical diffusion

We used a hybrid scherne which combines a second-order MacCormack scheme(1969) with
,r

a, first-order doner cell rnethod through a, self adjusting swith (Harten 1978), (..ollsl(lel the

advection eclua,tion:

ut + av,_ = O. (AI)

where a is t,he a,dvective velocit,y, and the subscrig t a,nd x rep:'esents the deriva.tive respect;

l;o t and x. We approximate this equation by upwind finite difference form of order,

{ _+'--:_ (a<O)
('_Lj)t= -a _x_,._-_l-, (a > 0)Az'

The upwind form can be written as (e,g., Ta,jima 1989):

('u.i)t = -a u'i+12Ax-uj) + a IAx (ua.+l -2Ax22_g+ uj_t) (A'2)

The first order upwind scheme is expressed as a sum of the second order symmetric finite

difference scheme in the first term and the artificial diffusion effect in the second term in

Eq. (A2).

We rewrite Eq. (Al) with the advective flux f = ua as

'ut+f_ = O. (A3)

The first order upwind form of flux f is

fj+l/2 -" f (uj) +2f (tq+l) _ al ('ttJ+12-- l/,j) , (k4.)

We have options to take which finite difference forms for Eq. (A-4) such as the doner cell

scheme, Lax-Wendroff scheme, etc.

Consider additional flux g:

gj+Jl2 = cia(u.,+, - W), (,'\5)
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where ¢ is Llle va,lue of order unit, y a,tld will be called lJhe flux limit, ev ['unct,ion. We a,cl¢l t,lio

[lltx g t,o ['

,, + [,f+ o]_. = o, (A(_) ,

F'of (# - 0 t,his ['orlnt.tla, }.lecotnes i_[le purely [:ii'st, order ttpwitld sc[mrne. F'or *h - l., on o

t,he other hand, it, becomes tile second order La,x-Wendrof[' scheme. We corlt, roll, he oi'fief'

o[' a,ccura, cy of spat,taft de.riw_t;ives in part,ial ditTerenl_ial ecluat;ions l)3, chosing t;he va.ltte o1'

o, i[' we use g second order scheme, we gel; second order accurate result,s. I-towever, t;l,e

numerical inst, i_bilities arise when the monot,onisity of the sysl;em ca,nnot; be ret,a.ined a.l, I_lte

discotlt, inuit,y such a,s shock and contacl; discont,inuit, ies, If we use t,he first order s(.'het,le a,l,

t,he numeric_.fl ttnsta, ble point where second derivat,ive is large _md the second otcle.r scheme

a.t, t,he st,able point,, we ma,y obtain st;able and aproximately second order ;_ccttra,t,e t'esull;s.

\,Ve int,roduce t,he switch ftlnction (Hat'ten 1.978)

A"uj(Az)2[• oj = .t - vsj= . (Ar)

The accur_cy of l;he scheme of (A7) is second order at, 0 ,-., 0 when the second cleriva, t,ive is

small, but, becomes first, order ns the second derivative becomes large.

The Ma,cCormack scheme is basically similar to the Lax-Wendroff. We use t,he hyl)rid

scheme of M_cCormack and doner-cell schemes with the above flux limil;er funct;ion. From

(A7) we obt,ain a form simil&r f,o (A3), which has the numerical diffusion .l;erm'
'tl

v = (a- ¢)l_,lAx, (,us)
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Appendix B; Linear analysis Irl order to consider the coIlw_c:tive illstability il, l,he

linear phase, we derive linearized equations from Eqs, (1) to (6). We asstline verl:,ica,lly

st,r_ti[:ied atmosphere in hydrosta, tic equilibrium, ln the ea,rly pha,se, the therma, I process is

negligible, which is related t_. the he_ting and cooling through exchange with radiation and

,q _ 74_magnetollydrodyua, tnical waves, from the linearized system of Lqs, (1) to (6 we obtain l,tlc:,

equa, t;iotl for the pertttrbect velocit,y:

O_v [&
(vv) _o+ C7_ 1/JoOr---T = V ..-¢- V (poV) - V (pov)gLC,,,

1

+__-7[V x V x (v x B0)] x Bo, ([-11)

where subscril)ts 0 represents the values in the equilibrium state, a,nd C,is the sound velocity,

\'Ve assume that the form of the perturbation is v (z) cx ezp(i (wt +/,:_.v))

_- (c:,'_+,_..,_-)_:_."+vA_0_j_,_+i_ _+ 07 _'_"= 0, t_'_,)

a.'24,')'9_-0-7z4, - cOz2j v=4-ik, (7-1)94C :aO(Tz ,t,_ = 0, B3) '-

Considering the case in which the thermal pressure is greater than that of magnetic field

or l;he horizontal wavelength of the perturbation is smaller than the vertica.1 scale of that

2 .,2 2 1

variation, we assume that (C e 4- v4)k_, >> v.4 7_-_'

We look for the mode related to the flux expulsion with the convective instability. We

neglect the modes with the fast wave. This _._proximation gives co2//,:2 << C _ 4. v.l _, We

" obtain a si_nplified equation for equations from (B2) and (B3).

" ,_,:'[-,,_(v..,_- ' c'_(c'_' ' - - _ _,_.=0+ /,,,"}- /4;1,,.+ (,/v,;']

., c::'_,,_ _md v_ = C;'u 4- '1)_4,where v_ and v/ is related to the va.lue of the pha.sewhere v2 = (i:,'_+.,,_()

speed of the slow and fa,st modes, respectively, arid primes denot, e the deriva,tives with respecl;

to z. We can gel, the eigenmodes from the equation (B4) with tile bounda, ry conditions. Our

al



, , ,_ _[L i _ I_ _1 J_ , , , III _1 , i,,, ,i ,, , i_11i

I_oundary coll_lition is _,_= 0 a,t, t,lle Upl,)er and bottom o[' this considered l_:_yel',\,Ve obt,aill

['t'oln 1:x1,(134)

I.

:(
IV the coefficient of 't,: has a negative value in ali regions under t,he above l_oL_nda,ry

condition in the third term on the left-hand side of Bcl, (BS'), we have no solution which has

non-zero value of v., If 6 < 1/(1 + /,J/2), there is no unstable solution, rlh_s condition is

' '_ r be usecl to est,inaal,e l,h_'identical l:o the Gough-I ayler condition. Furthermore, Lq. (BS) can

mt_ximum of l,he hump of the unsl;able eigenfunction, At maxinmm, 't/: = 0, The clepth of

t,he hump D is estimated using

H'_a2'2H ' _. ( 1 ) 1, ~ c:,--=;-(l+ + - (1+ fi/9) < (B6)

., I:'!'orn this relation, the depth of the hump in magnetic flux tubes is giwm by

D > "_ Ii. (I!37)

Ii' t,he system is near the critical state determined by the Gough-Tayler condition, we have

7.::_5_-,1. In a state nearly critical, we can obtain D ,-.,H. We see that unstable eigenmodes

have _ typical scale comparable to the initial scale height It.

J.

DISCLAIMER

This relx_rt was prepared as an actor|ht ot" work SlX)nsored by an agency of the United States
Government, Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express ur implied, or assumes any legal liability or reslxmsi-

bility for tl_e accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, pr_vduct, or

process disclosed, or represents thal its use would not infringe privately _,wned rights, Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial prtMuct, process, or service by trade name, trademark,

manufacturer, or otherwise dtves not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or faw)ring by the United States Government or any agency thereof, The views

and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agency thereof,
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